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What do we mean when we describe a curator’s ways of acting or try-
ing to determine who he actually is? Curating itself is mostly associated 
with organizing exhibitions – not only dedicated to contemporary art, 
but also to early art. However, it is the field of contemporary art that 
we should look at for the starting point of curating history. Curating is 
a modern practice that dates back to the late decades of the twentieth 
century. It combines various, often quite different, skills, ranging from 
specialist knowledge on culture and art through competences related to 
art management and art criticism to the ability to work with artists to 
create an exhibition (Brenson, 1998).
Curating contemporary art is a profession strongly dominated by 
the conviction that the work is rather special, which has often led 
to the fact that curators are considered to be extremely strong, inde-
pendent entities operating in the field of contemporary art. Similar to 
many other “unusual” characters, representatives of this profession are 
strongly convinced of the individualization of their narratives, but also 
about the impossibility of creating obvious rules creating the success 
of a given art curator. This certain enigmatic nature is also associated 
with what Lucy Lippard mentions in an interview with Hans Ulrich 
Obrist: a certain amnesia regarding the beginning of curating (Obrist, 
2016). Lippard herself admitted that, in her own archive, she did not 
even have photos from her first exhibitions and artistic shows. There-
fore, when we examine the history of curating, we are often doomed 
to rely on memories, enigmatic notes, or stories about exhibitions that 
were once carried out.
This openness to interpretations became the starting point for Ar-
thur Danto to create the concept of “artworld,” under which a certain 
community of people, who voluntarily participate in its construction, 
are hidden, working behind the scene. They have some common sen-
sitivity, aesthetic preferences, but also if they want to exist in this 
world, they must become its active members. It is this particular group 
that has the power to define and name what art is and what it is not. 
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Danto even goes so far as “elevating” this world and comparing it to 
the divine world:
The artworld stands to the real world in something like the relation-
ship in which the City of God stands to the Earthly City. Certain 
objects, like certain individuals, enjoy a double citizenship…
(Danto, 1964, p. 582)
Can we therefore compare the art world to a secret, closed group of peo-
ple who have gained the knowledge of transforming ordinary objects into 
art? Following this line of thought, could you compare art curators to al-
chemists? And what about the characters from this world who, due to the 
lack of material traces of their activity, were lost in the depths of history? 
The following text is an attempt to answer these questions by restoring 
the memory of a forgotten curator – Ernesta Thot. An extraordinary fig-
ure who, in her curatorial practice, sought to equalize two worlds – the 
world of alchemy and the world of art. Thot believed that modern art 
was governed by rules similar to the alchemical and magical world. This 
perspective seems extremely interesting for us today, as we are increas-
ingly leaning on exploring the past and searching for answers to describe 
our present. The story of Ernesta Thot can therefore shed a new light on 
the development of the profession of a curator of modern art.
For over a century, the figure of Ernesta Thot – a Styrian–Polish art 
curator – has been one of the many greats of contemporary art lost in 
the depths of history. Aside from fringe characters and personalities like 
charlatans, or misfits, schizophrenics, and mystics, no one considered, 
referred to, or explored her ideas, or similar ideas. In this way, she came 
to be forgotten, lost and adrift in time, on the tides of history for so long.
Miss Ernesta’s Bitterness
Miss Ernesta (a Miss, as she is said to have never been married), contrary 
to the contemporary mores of the time, delighted in oneiric, mystical, 
phantasmatic, surreal, and avant-garde forms of art (Figure 7.1). She 
advocated cabarets, alchemy, and occultism. Long before the arrival of 
the postmodernists, she was of the opinion that modernist beliefs about 
the neutrality of the “White Cube” (art gallery space) were just another 
myth, and nothing more than a camouflaged element of ideology. In 
other words, a white, ideal, modernist art space – originating from the 
Vienna Secession (exhibition pavilion in Vienna) – seemed highly suspi-
cious to her, because she felt that it could be used for ideological warfare, 
exclusion, and advocating symbolic, political, and economic violence.
Unfortunately, Ernesta never fully developed her idea that the space 
of the institution of art did not mean anything objective, because it was 
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only a mirror in which the problems of modern times were reflected. 
However, it also depicted the growing problem of the instrumentaliza-
tion of the artistic object.1 A growing bitterness towards this instru-
mentalization led her to turn to a completely different approach in her 
curatorial research, compared with that of her contemporaries.
Death Did Not Come Quickly
Ernesta Thot died on 12 August 1936, having fallen into a coma on 
20 May earlier that year. As has been the case for other exceptional char-
acters, it all started following an unfortunate – completely unexpected – 
incident: Ernesta had collapsed while strolling through the garden, 
having choked on the smell of a strange golden flower.2 What makes this 
story more extraordinary is that these dates coincided with the alleged 
illness and death of Michał Sędziwój, the “Prince of Polish Alchemy.”
Like many other visionaries, Ernesta was labelled as crazy during her 
life, and after her death. For many years, she was overcome by feelings 
that Roland Barthes would later describe as a “feeling of sickening bore-
dom” (Bartnes, 2006, pp. 200–201). Anthony Gidens described it as “an 
individual sense of nonsense” (Gidens, 2002, p. 13). For Ernesta Thot, 
Weber’s “iron cage of modernity” in the art of the avant-garde was too 
constricting. This affliction, characteristic of modern society, led her to 
become the first romantic heroine in the history of art curation. Until the 
end of her days, she believed that art has the power to transform. Like 
Paul Celan, Ernesta believed that “the artist fulfills the role of a modern 
alchemist, both in relation to forms and to the meanings that make up a 
whole culture” (Guzek, 2007, p. 101).
Figure 7.1  Miss Ernesta’s bitterness. Jakub Woynarowski (2012) “Iconoclas-
tia,” “Novus Ordo Seclorum” cycle.
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Ernesta the Bad Ghost
It is difficult to pick out the moment when she decided to weave this 
conviction into her area of interest. One day, however, Ernesta was 
ready “to enter into a sinful relationship with the Evil Spirit” (Beneveni, 
1863, p. 458). The catalyst may have been Ernesta’s fascination with 
Barbarogenius (Czaplik-Lityńska, 2005), one of the more unusual fic-
tional characters of the first avant-garde. Barbarogenius had the power 
to transform beings. For Ernesta, the Expressionists, and the Surrealists, 
whom he inspired, he became an extraordinary figure from whom they 
took the belief that “properly used symbolic signs have the power to pro-
cess and even produce things in the world” (Wierciński, 2010, p. 136), 
which perfectly fits in with ancient magical thinking.
Magical word had the power to reach an extradimensional world, 
and many magical practices themselves were “based on the assumption 
that a name and its object are (intrinsically) connected (…); hence ver-
bal actions are simultaneously actions ‘within’ objects” (Szczęsna, 2002, 
p. 167). It was only after her death that similar demiurgic features would 
be attributed to the curator of art, and conceptual art as a whole. This 
idea, this concept – or at least, this belief – just somehow never bloomed: 
it didn’t achieve full expression or articulation. Looking at it now, this 
lack or prevention from reaching a resolution may have been a factor 
that (along with others) pushed Ernesta over the edge of sanity. 
In an alchemical sense, this mortal breakdown became her point of 
rebirth, a little like the Phoenix, which hatches from the ashes of its last 
incarnation. She became a heroine of contemporary art, whose ambi-
tions exceeded her, as did the expectations placed on her by herself and 
others. The theory she wanted to demonstrate did not evolve to become 
a sphere for summoning or transporting creations from the realm of 
dreams and imagination to the realm of reality.
It Takes a Revolution
Ernesta was convinced that modern art needs a guide, a translator. Ap-
pearing in the second half of the twentieth century, the figure of a cu-
rator as a master, a ruler, and creator of modern art brings to the mind 
of some the archetypal hero Barbarogenius: a Messiah, a Saviour, a De-
stroyer of the Old Order. His causative powers partially correspond with 
those of a Saviour and partially with those of a Shaman: the curator is 
partially a channel for the power and authority of a “God,” while at 
the same time preparing for changes, moving balances, and rhythms 
that only the perspective and experience of a Shaman could reveal. This 
power cannot be rationally explained, but it is the curator, and no one 
else, who has the power to possibly cause the expected or unexpected 
changes. Artists and art theorists contemporary to Ernesta had been 
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seeking and looking out for this kind of breakthrough, but they did 
not completely know the “shape” of the thing they were reaching out 
for. It is very possible that, for this reason, all their revolutionary ideas 
and proposals took the form of manifestoes and crazy postulates, whose 
effects and impact were expected to manifest at some point in recent 
near-history.
It is without a doubt that Ernesta (as an enlightened and curious per-
son) came across the “Manifesto of Expressionism” by Stanislav Vinaver 
in 1920. In the manifesto, he writes:
Today we are entering the Spirit of Change, the Spirit of Flow, the 
Dynamics of Chaos, the revolution of Expression, and what is ex-
pressed. And once the revolution is finished, everything will grow, 
even without much effort on our part. The forces of nature will 
serve us and revive our revolution. Anyone who desires will not 
make a revolution/One needs to know how to start the release of 
words, concepts, imagination – from their limitations and trenches. 
We, Expressionists, we start a revolution, we enter into chaos, into 
the endless release of everything from everything.
(Vinaver, 1980, p. 82)
Such a perspective for us today – with the experience of postmodernism 
just behind us – is not at all that strange. Jameson (2011) mentions that 
in a “sense that since everything we say is only part of a larger chain or 
context, all impressions that seem primal are really just links in some 
larger text” (ibid., p. 402). This mindset can serve as the key to unrav-
eling the enigmatic commentary that Ernesta left in her navy-blue note-
book with heavy, hard covers: the sole testament of her life, theories, and 
thought. Beside the aforementioned section from Vinaver’s manifesto, 
she hurriedly wrote the word “V.I.T.R.I.O.L” in her slightly crooked 
script, under which (clearly annoyed) she wrote, “Everything is the fault 
of the Fish!”3
The Alchemist’s Manifesto
Ernesta prepared a manuscript titled “The Alchemist’s Manifesto,” but 
in a moment of clumsy misfortune, it “fell into a pool of small, swim-
ming creatures.” These creatures had their way with the manuscript, and 
this unfortunate event, without a shadow of a doubt, redirected the fu-
ture of the history of art and curating, while also laying the foundations 
for an unconscious narrative to evolve and surround the  manuscript – a 
narrative that never resonated out loud. Ernesta wrote out her grief sur-
rounding this unfortunate event. These writings at once close the inci-
dent, and – by strange paradox – open up the way for us to interpret her 
concept of the art curator as a Guardian, Alchemist, and romantic Hero. 
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In the end, the incidents that surrounded and followed her may be the 
best indicators of what she meant.
Ernesta’s Diary
To future generations of art and curation researchers, Ernesta Thot be-
came a hidden object of desire and the purest form. In the theories, art 
descriptions, and exhibitions that these generations of researchers have 
compiled, presented, and exhibited in the years since Ernesta’s death, 
you can easily find fragments and echoes of Ernesta’s thoughts. “Deci-
phering” these writings is like “taking a walk through a forest of fiction” 
(Eco, 2007), because Ernesta did not really leave behind an organized 
text, a complete diary, or something that would allow us to clearly un-
derstand her character today. What she did leave us are hurried notes 
made in the margins of the navy-blue notebook. One such key note is the 
inscription “V.I.T.R.I.O.L” in the margin of the aforementioned frag-
ment of the “Manifesto of Expressionism.” Thanks to this mysterious 
inscription (and ticket stubs that, by some miracle, simply did not fall 
out from between the notebook’s pages over the course of the ages), we 
can be very confident of the fact that Ernesta Thot – at a point in her 
mature life – set out on her own grand tour, during which she came to 
Greece. Perhaps she spent a few days in Delphi so that (in accordance 
with the ancient Oracle’s maxim) she could “get to know herself.” This 
seemingly familiar maxim was, however, one of the central axioms of 
alchemists, for whom we know Ernesta had a special respect and af-
fection. The term “V.I.T.R.I.O.L” also refers to the Oracle’s maxim: 
“V.I.T.R.I.O.L” encourages the symbolic descent of “man” to the depths 
of themselves. “Visita Interiora Terrae Recitificando Invenis Occultum 
Lapida,” meaning “Visit the Interior of the Earth, and by Rectifying, 
You Will Discover the Hidden Stone.”4
Plato’s Cave
During one of her last outings while in Greece, Ernesta was around the 
island with some friends when they got caught in a rainstorm in one of 
the many grottos that are scattered in the area (Figure 7.2). To pass the 
time, this cheerful group performed a shadow theatre on one of the walls 
of the cave, and told the stories of their – as yet – unrealized artistic 
ideas. Ernesta eventually became bored with this and went for a solitary 
wander to explore the depths of the rock labyrinths. Going up along a 
stony path, she reached the mouth of a cave, where she found strange 
objects basking in the light of the sun. Wanting to tell her companions 
about what she had discovered, Ernesta hurried back down the path, but 
she slipped during this rocky descent. Adding an insult to the injury, not 
only did she pick up a large bruise, but she was knocked unconscious for 
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a few moments. Her companions were unsympathetic upon hearing her 
story and decided that it was evidence of her peculiar madness, attrib-
uting this “episode” to the pessimism that was commonly believed to 
manifest in old maids beyond a certain age. The resulting disputes led to 
social exclusion for Ernesta, sadly not for the first time. Ernesta herself, 
however, was inspired by her discovery of – and encounter with – the 
mysterious objects in the mouth of the cave, and her thoughts crystalized 
into a concept we now recognize as “the Ready-Made.” This concept 
and approach was popularized a few years later by Marcel Duchamp.
André Rouillé and Ernesta Thot
An attempt was made many years after Ernesta’s death to reconstruct 
the alchemical source and pedigree of conceptual art and – by logical 
extension – of contemporary art. This work was undertaken by André 
Rouillé. Duchamp’s shift towards creating art using various common, 
even mundane objects caused a significant change in the perceptions of 
the role of the artist, in both the public sphere and the sphere of academ-
ics/theorists. The activities of artists were no longer solely concerned 
with “producing” work, because there was now room (both actual and 
theoretical) for encountering, noticing, and turning the attention of oth-
ers to (already) created objects. The modern artist – more than his his-
torical counterpart – had become like a magician, elevating mere things 
from the mundane and drab, into Works, of massive cultural signifi-
cance. In order for this to even take place, however, it was necessary to 
help other magicians – these being critics, curators, and theorists – who 
place these Works at the centre of art institutions and make them visible 
to all (Rouillé, 2007). 
Figure 7.2  Plato’s Cave. Jakub Woynarowski (2013), “Nigredo,” frame from 
the video.
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An enigmatic reference to Ernesta by Rouillé appears in the following 
sentences:
Not everything is art, but everything can become it, or rather, every 
“thing” can become “matter”5 for art, provided it becomes a part 
of the artistic process. Thus, art “appears” as a (result of) procedure 
and as a faith.
(ibid., pp. 341–342)
The full breadth of Ernesta’s influence is revealed elsewhere in Rouillé’s 
work. Opening the section that considers the relationship between 
ready-mades and Photography, Rouillé uses the statement “symbolic 
alchemy is equivalent to (an appropriate) ready-made ” (ibid., p. 342), 
a phrasing that could well have been uttered by Ernesta as she was 
gripped by a delirium or trance while visiting a vernissage.6
Granddaughter of Ladies of Alchemy
Ernesta’s fascination with alchemy and its processes grew over time, mov-
ing on to fixation and onto obsession (Figure 7.3). Associating herself 
with the Surrealists, Cubists, and Expressionists, Ernesta became con-
vinced that she was the heiress of the old masters of alchemy: Philadel-
phos, Komanos, Zosimos, Jabra Ibna Hajjan, Rhazes, Avicenna, Albert 
the Great, Georg Bauer (who authored the tome De re metallica), Paracel-
sus, Michał Sędziwój, John Dee, Edward Kelley, and Nicolas Flamel. She 
felt that her greatest spiritual relationships were with the legendary alche-
mists who supposedly had possessed the skill and understanding to create 
a “Philosopher’s Stone”: Maria Prophetissa – also called  Maria Żydówka, 
Mary the Jewess– Cleopatra the Alchemist, Medera and Taphnutia, and 
Figure 7.3  Granddaughter of Ladies of Alchemy. Jakub Woynarowski (2013), 
“Damaged object,” “Corpus Delicti” cycle.
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also Paphnutia the Virgin. Based on Cleopatra’s story, Ernesta began her 
own version of the sketch Chrysopoeia of Cleopatra – a mysterious docu-
ment with an icon of Ouroboros: the symbol of oneness with the cosmos, 
and eternal return. This document was found close by her, after that fate-
ful stroll through the garden where she encountered the Golden Flower 
and greeted unconsciousness. Like the alchemists she admired and con-
nected with, Ernesta needs the words of others to tell her story.7
The Need for Immortality
Perhaps Ernesta imagined that she was a visionary who would wake up 
and overcome her own death one day, and be reborn. Like the “Great 
Daughters of Alchemy,” she cultivated a conviction of her own agency 
and believed that, like them, she dealt with energy, with what was natu-
ral, material, and spiritual at the same time. She tried to combine what 
was “low,” “common” with what was “high” and “noble.”8 What some 
artists dilated, blurred, or hid in the crevices of the studio, she merged 
and transformed into new and different forms. Nobody else but Ernesta 
Thot had the power to transform what is earthly into something spiri-
tual and extraordinary. She looked for reflections and echoes of the ideas 
she worked with and in the art that surrounded her.
The Operation of the Sun
In conversations – both real and imagined – about building and cre-
ating art exhibitions, Ernesta spotted several similarities with a her-
metic tradition called The Operation of the Sun, a tradition alchemists 
were known to practice (Figure 7.4). There were four stages, each one 
Figure 7.4  The Operation of the Sun. Jakub Woynarowski (2013), “Albedo,” 
“Novus Ordo Seclorum” cycle.
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corresponding with a particular stage of the alchemist’s search for per-
fection and the continuation of their quest.
The expected transformations would be initiated by heating the cor-
rect elements over a fire. The resulting hot, bubbling mass would be 
black in colour – nigredo – was identified with the primordial state of 
matter, and was the symbol of “the internal death.” This massa confusia 
(mixed mass) was – despite appearances – a harbinger of future glory 
and rebirth. The second stage was the process by which the massa con-
fusia returned to its initial form, only now it would be white in colour, 
having been purified by the fire of the first stage. Due to the white colour, 
this stage was called albedo. The third stage was called rubedo, during 
which the white mass would become red in colour. This stage identified 
with elevation. The fourth stage identified with a rebirth at the high-
est possible levels and obtaining the Philosopher’s Stone. Intuition told 
Ernesta that her instinctive grasp regarding these processes, and their 
intrinsic connection to the space in which she could arrange exhibitions, 
was no haphazard coincidence.
White Cube and Death Mole
The “ideal” gallery strips away from a given artwork all of the 
clues and markers that would interfere with the “clear” fact that 
the artwork is an Artwork. It (the Artwork) is isolated from any-
thing that could diminish its intrinsic (of itself) value. This endows 
the gallery with the “remit” to possess spaces with the attributes 
of other places, in which conventions are maintained by creating a 
system of closed values. By combining the feeling of sanctity from a 
church with the formal structure of a courtroom, and the mystique 
of an experimental laboratory with a chic layout, a unique aesthetic 
“chamber” is created.
(O’Dohery, 2005, pp. 452–453)
The focus of the perceptive fields within such a space are so strong that 
outside of this space, art objects seem to “‘shrink” and slip down to the 
order of the mundane and everyday. The opposite is also true, in that 
“things” become art in a space that is able to focus artistic ideas around 
them (Figure 7.5).
In reality, the (art) object often becomes a “medium” (or a catalyst) 
around which particular ideas crystalise and, in turn, become the 
subjects of conversation and debate; this is a popular form of ac-
ademic late-Modernism (…the ideas are more interesting than the 
actual art …).
The sacramental aspect of the space becomes clear, as does one 
of the Great Immutable Laws of Modernism: as Modernism ages, 
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its Context becomes its Content. By some strange twist, the objects 
within the gallery “frame” the gallery, and define its jurisdiction.
(O’Dohery, 2005, pp. 452–453)
Brian O’Dohery writes about this extraordinary space for the presen-
tation of art. In this “aesthetic chamber,” Ernesta enacted the second 
stage of the alchemical process – albedo. To Ernesta, this strange and 
seemingly irrational place was like the abyss: “in order to get there, you 
must be already dead” (ibid., p. 453). The art objects Ernesta saw there 
filled her with fear, but still she looked at them with child-like fascina-
tion. It was akin to the time when she was five, and she buried a dead 
mole she had found and covered it with a piece of glass. Over the fol-
lowing days, she returned to this place and would clear the earth back 
from the glass with her fingers, revealing the cold, transparent border 
that divided her from death and decay. Art in galleries was dead in just 
the same way, but that was a price that had to be paid for the next step 
of its existence.
Night Butterfly
The first stage in the process of transmutation in preparation for an art 
exhibition, according to Ernesta, was the symbolic immobilization of 
the artistic object. Circling like a night butterfly, she set about search-
ing artists’ workshops for eye-catching objects: paintings, sculptures, 
notebooks, posters, mugs, cutlery, sketches, installations, pens, tooth-
brushes, beads, knick-knacks, including also books, albums, and photo-
graphs. Sometimes she had to take great pains in order to get the object 
of her desire. Artists did not willingly give her their works or souvenirs, 
Figure 7.5  White cube and death mole. Jakub Woynarowski (2013), “Nigredo,” 
“Novus Ordo Seclorum” cycle.
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but seeing her slightly demonic look thought the better of it than refusing 
her. Ernesta – satisfied – would then disappear from those dark, dusty 
places hidden between the alleyways of shabby neighbourhoods, leaving 
behind only the rustling sound of her long, black cloak. She hid her 
treasures, like many other exhibition creators, away from prying eyes – 
in storage units, safes, caskets, and lockers (Figure 7.6). Every now and 
then, she took her notebook, and staying alone with the  object, wrote 
down its characteristics, applicability, history, and curiosities. Like the 
mythological Moirai,9 she cut off the threads connecting the object with 
reality and let it have one, only one, function: being an  object to look 
at (O’Dohery, 2005). Once the last thread was broken, the object was 
“torn out of life practice” (Bürger, 2006, p. 61). It became “nothing” 
and therefore potentially “Everything.” Thus, the next stage of sublima-
tion could take place – albedo.
Filius Philosophorum
In her mad raptures, gigglingly nervously, Ernesta had no doubt that she 
had discovered one of the many mysteries of the world. How could she 
be wrong, since even the walls of the gallery were white and it was right 
there: on the pedestal, in the glass case, behind the windows, on the 
platforms, that the “art” was regaining its value and meaning? Ernesta 
did not believe in the randomness of those clues. The last stage of these 
transformations, the final effect of her hard work, the Opus Magnum, 
was rubedo – the final elevation, involving the manifestation and rev-
elation of Art by its Follower (Kudelska, 2019). The researcher Carol 
Figure 7.6  Night butterfly. Jakub Woynarowski (2013), “Rubedo,” “Novus 
Ordo Seclorum” cycle.
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Duncan wrote about places that could reveal this alchemical process, 
repeating after Victor Turner:
[T]hey can open a space in which the individual can distance himself 
from practical issues and social relations of everyday life and look 
at himself and his world – or certain its aspects – in a different way.
(Duncan, 2005, p. 285)
In today’s world, museums and places for the presentation of art are 
supposed to be special places, marked out with an unusual aura, where 
the supernatural transformation of the well-known world was to take 
place. When the anticipated changes had run their course, Filius Phi-
losophorum (philosopher’s stone) started to materialize. And what of it, 
that it did not look like stone? Well, Ernesta was of the opinion – like 
many of her significant (legendary) predecessors – that it did not have to 
be limited to one final form and shape, but that it most surely granted 
immortality. Although this did not play out for Ernesta Thot, she – on 
opening nights, while drinking red wine – believed that the art was gain-
ing immortality with every passing moment.
Emerald Array
While looking through Ernesta’s navy-blue notebook (Figure 7.7), next 
to a ticket from a trip to Greece, you can find another clue revealing yet 
another plank of her art theory, which was about to manifest and appear 
in the pages of “The Alchemist’s Manifesto,” the one that sank and was 
nibbled by the fish. This time, her hand is less hurried, and it appears 
that Ernesta has had the time to lay out every word carefully: 
What is lower is like what is higher, and what is above is like what is 
below, for miracles penetrate/pass through only “One” thing.
(Bugaj, 1991, p. 120)
It seems that her bizarre adventure in the grotto – which does evoke 
associations with Plato’s cave – was not a fabrication of some hysteri-
cal old lady, but an actual extraordinary, revelatory event. The quote 
itself presented by Ernesta comes from the text Corpus Hermeticum 
(written between the third century BC and the third century AD), and 
named after its legendary author, Hermes Trismegistos. One of the 
most important texts of this collection was the so-called Emerald Ar-
ray, which was considered a crucial key to the creation of a Philoso-
pher’s Stone. The sentence Ernesta so carefully wrote indicates clearly 
that she had stumbled onto the next element of this amazing puzzle, 
which she might have created herself. However, we can reasonably 
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speculate that, once again, she sensed “something” coming. Looking 
carefully at the yellowed sheet, under the visibly rough section of the 
paper, you can see an arrow directing our eyes towards the slogan 
“Fountain.” No doubt about it, Ernesta’s directing us to Marcel Du-
champ’s “Fountain.”
Plato, Aristotle, and Duchamp
The philosophers who inspired Ernesta in her alchemical search were 
Plato and Aristotle. The Platonic Science-of-Ideas as the hierarchy of 
perfect beings was one of the foundations for alchemists who strove for 
perfection. Like the ancient philosophers, the alchemists and Ernesta 
were convinced that by perfecting their knowledge, they perfected them-
selves. Hence – probably – her compulsive need to collect various (now 
lost) objects and books, in which she saw the order for ruling the world. 
For her, these strange collections became a mirror reflecting and indi-
cating the rules that governed human culture (Clifford, 2010). Guided 
by the old alchemical principle of solve et coagula (dissolve and coag-
ulate), she built and connected her objects’ most diverse stories to each 
other. Like Plato in “The Feast,” she believed that first she should know 
material things (Platon, 1984), but her real purpose was to reach the 
essence of things, the so-called fifth disclosure, which she found out 
about while looking through “Letter VII” (Platon, 1987, p. 341). In this 
way in ages past, alchemical thought and recognition had been arranged 
and ordered, and Ernesta internalized this order too. She examined and 
investigated the world and art around her, attempting to discern their 
laws and mechanisms, all of which would help her capture that which 
was invisible, and rise above everyday life. Unlike Plato, she was not so 
Figure 7.7  Emerald Array. Jakub Woynarowski (2013), “Signifying object,” 
“Corpus Delicti” cycle.
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critical of art, and did not think that she should get rid of it. Looking at 
the achievements of her contemporaries, she became convinced that they 
had accomplished something
that – even though it was a deep desire and intention of Plato – 
could not be realised in that time: Art, as a result of internal change 
evolved into a philosophy, which resulted in a cascade of multiple 
serious changes.
(Sosnowski, 2007, p. 138)
In her opinion, the alchemical transformation of things into art, which 
Duchamp had achieved, was nothing more than a question about the 
cause of the creation of art (ibid., p. 138). Ready-Mades were nothing 
more than the fulfillment of the sentence from the Emerald Tablet, and 
thus conceptual art ceased to use objects and focused on ideas.
The Aristotelian quinta essentia (fifth essence), which alongside the four 
basic elements made up the world, was something volatile, elusive, imma-
terial, and invisible; it became for Thot a new quality in art, which only a 
few years after her death would manifest in the form of land art, ephem-
eral art, and performance,10 but also appeared in the form of a curator 
of art, who “should always be open to surprise, so that the unexpected 
may happen” (Obrist 2010 cited in Krawczyk, 2016, p. 79). Ernesta Thot’s 
crazy ideas came from the fact that she was always ready for a surprise.
An Ending That Is Also a Beginning
The Alchemical Life (…) is the first text in the form of a verbal and artis-
tic collage devoted to the alchemical heritage of Ernesta Thot (…– 1936). 
Over eighty years after her death, Thot is an extremely forgotten figure, 
and her intellectual achievements remain one of the most dispersed and 
obscure perspectives of twentieth-century art and curatorship. Though 
forgotten, and so very on the fringes, this proto-curator and researcher 
appears marginally as a recurring echo of the magical, surreal, and al-
chemical narratives present in art. None of Ernesta Thot’s texts have 
survived to our times and no photographs of her are available. The navy- 
blue notebook with its hard covers, that is mentioned here, does not 
exist either. The author’s aim is not to fill this gap, but to reflect on the 
potentiality, possibility, and vitality of the ideas of this extraordinary 
woman. Her biography is full of gaps and ambiguities. We do not know 
when she was really born or that she really died. Looking at the traces 
she left, one can point out that her character bears the typical hallmarks 
of a romantic hero. Undoubtedly, Ernesta, like all future curators, was 
characterized by individualism, a premonition that individual happiness 
is not dependent on the general public, and was also convinced of its 
uniqueness and charisma. Her thoughts were directed towards great 
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ideas and she felt torn between what was here and what was there. That 
is why, like all romantics, she dreamed she was where she was not (Jan-
ion, 2010). She also had a conviction of her own prometheanism, char-
acteristic of the romantics, and a certain dark fatality, which manifested 
itself in inexplicable events whose aim was to cover up all the traces she 
had left behind (ibid.). This dark fatalism is revealed in the story of a 
cave expedition, and when Thot destroys her “Alchemist Manifesto” 
through her own apparent momentary clumsiness. What was in it really? 
Was it really all the fish’s fault…? It is unlikely we will ever find out.
Focusing on contemporary texts, appropriating certain theories, 
events and thoughts, I created a fiction – a potentially possible story 
(Figure 7.8). Potentially, because Ernesta Thot never really existed…
Except on these pages…
However…
The figure of a mysterious woman in a black coat appeared in my 
head thanks to the many conversations I’ve had with the visual artist 
Jakub Woynarowski. He is a lover of conspiracy theories in art, and 
he explores potentially possible narratives at the junctions of modern 
art and secret teachings such as alchemy, as well as mysterious groups 
like the Freemasons. After these many years of conversations, particu-
lar strands, strange clues, and premonitions began to appear before me, 
which (after “heating,” purifying, and crystallizing) took the form of 
Ernesta and her “peculiarities.” When I read books about art, I started 
to stumble across strange, resonant passages, and by chance, I found 
historical female alchemists. In my curatorial activity, I have begun to 
turn ever more towards the amazing and the magical, but also towards 
terror and mystery.
To sum up, everything indicated that Ernesta Thot was crazy? A luna-
tic? A romantic? Although she has never existed, she had to be “born” in 
Figure 7.8  An Ending That is also a Beginning. Jakub Woynarowski (2012), 
“Geometria et Perspectiva,” “Novus-Ordo-Seclorum” cycle.
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order to present her never-created theory. As her creator, I accepted this 
fact with joy and undisguised relief that the figure who appeared in my 
head during a certain sunset by the sea (of all places!) finally said who 
“she” was.
A few clarifications are due here for the Honorable Reader. The first is 
undoubtedly the heroine’s surname and its two-part origin. Let us start 
with the first one. Thot is not a random name. In the beliefs of ancient 
Egypt, Thot (or Thoth) was the god of the moon, but also a patron of 
wisdom. It was believed that he invented writing, and also the calendar, 
music, and numbers. Ancient Egyptians considered him the Patron of 
Writers, people of Science and Art. Thot was also the one who invented 
magical and sorcerous formulas. It was he who escorted souls to the 
Kingdom of the Dead and acted as an intermediary between the two 
worlds. His Greek counterpart was none other than Hermes – a winged, 
cunning youth who was also called a god with two faces. Like his Egyp-
tian counterpart, he mediated between the World of the Living and the 
World of the Dead; only he could travel between two worlds with impu-
nity. Both Thot and Hermes were Gods of Magic, because they knew all 
the mysteries of the Heavens, all the secrets of the Earth, and all those 
secrets still hidden deep within the Earth. Ancient Greece and Egypt 
are considered to be the cradle of alchemy, so it is not surprising that 
as a result of a confrontation between these two cultures in the second 
century, the archetypes of Hermes and Toth began to cross-identify. The 
result was the aforementioned legendary figure of Hermes Trismegistos, 
whose persona inspired alchemists right up to the seventeenth century 
(Nawrot, 1999)!
The function of the intermediary between the two worlds immediately 
evoked in me the idea – or even the recognition of the core  concept – that 
the role of the curator is to be that one who is the bridge between the 
world of Art and the world of the Public. It was mentioned, for instance, 
by Michael Brenson (1998) or Aurelia Nowak (2019) for whom the cura-
tor’s function is indispensable, even as its scope (and list of required qual-
ifications) expands with time. French researcher André Rouillé, quoted 
in the text, also pointed to the dependence between particular figures in 
the art world, but unlike Pierre Bourdieu, he did not see this dependence 
in the field as a struggle for authority (or “among authorities”) (Bour-
dieu, 2007), but as some magical skill. This magical metaphor illustrates 
perfectly the way of thinking of people unrelated to art, for whom the 
processes occurring in art are not of a completely clear nature, and re-
sult from some strange, mysterious practices. By assembling all these 
elements together, I could not call Miss Ernesta differently, as she was 
supposed to be a subtle precursor to curating, a person who was discov-
ering the alchemical and unusual side of modern and contemporary art.
Ernesta Thot has a double “Styrian–Polish” origin. The latter be-
cause of what Maria Janion faced in the “Amazing Slavdom” (Janion, 
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2006) – a great, inarticulate phantasm of Polish culture, which – due to 
its rapid baptism in 966 – was supplanted, becoming an “unconscious 
core” (Freud, 1982), which re-emerges every now and then in the form 
of ghosts and phantoms harassing Polish culture, art, and also politics 
(Sowa, 2011). This perspective seemed to me extremely tempting, espe-
cially from the perspective of Central and Eastern Europe as the “Orient 
of Europe” (Wolff, 1996) – a place that is wild, inaccessible, torn by 
strange forces so different from the law and order of Western Europe. To 
heighten this feeling of strangeness as Ernesta Thot’s second homeland, 
I pointed to Styria – a land in the eastern Alps located in the basin of the 
Drawa, Mura, and Raba.
This strange land, like the whole of Central Europe, has been known 
for centuries as a land full of dark tales. The Herberstein family, which 
settled in Gorzanów in the seventeenth century and lived there until the 
twentieth century, also came from there. One of the members of this 
mysterious family who put the sculpture of a vampire on the gate to his 
palace was named Ernest. I could not determine if he had ever been in 
the castle in Gorzanów. Nevertheless, he was a priest, so contact with 
mystics, God’s madmen, or bards undoubtedly occurred in his life story. 
Hence, Miss Thot had to have a name coming from this strange land 
that figured in her ancestry.
Ernesta Thot liked to play with a mysterious and dreamlike art and 
tracked its relationships with alchemy. The history of the latter is still 
full of gaps, insinuations, and ambiguities for us today. That is why I 
decided on a “jolting” narrative, reminiscent of Walter Benjamin’s way 
of telling a story in Pasaże (The Passagenwerk). It was the best way 
to present this mysterious story. I could not imagine talking about this 
character and the dependencies discovered by her using “scientific cosi-
ness” (Benjamin, 2005, p. 914), and a narrative full of gaps was closer 
to the aesthetics of automatic surrealist poetry, which no doubt Ernesta 
Thot would read and engage with. Anyway, the “literary” perspective 
in the visual arts is not a new phenomenon. It is enough to mention a 
significant part of Sebastian Cichocki’s texts, the literary experiments 
of Norman Leto, Łukasz Ronduda, or Roberth Smithson. However, the 
main inspiration for me was Agnieszka Taborska’s prose about Leonora 
de la Cruz and Phoebe Hicks.
By presenting this text to the Honorable Reader, a text full of al-
chemical echoes that from time to time reverberate in contemporary art, 
I wanted Ernesta Thot to become an incarnation of the many phantasms 
and strange contents present at the crossroads of art and alchemy. This 
phantom heroine was supposed to be a pretext to tell a hidden chapter 
in the history of art, the history of exhibitions, and the curator’s profes-
sion. The story of Ernesta Thot, although fictitious, seems to be danger-
ously real, and the echoes of magical thinking every now and then are 
discussed by various researchers, including those mentioned in the text. 
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It remains to be hoped that Ernesta Thot can become more realistic and 
may eventually announce her “Alchemist Manifesto.”
Notes
 1 Almost 30 years after her death, this thought will develop under such re-
searchers as Peter Vergo and Carol Duncan. Artists also initiate and engage 
with a phenomenon called “institutional criticism,” involving the disclosure 
of hidden sub-texts in the museum and exhibition message.
 2 The motif of a golden flower is one of the symbols of initiation in eastern 
alchemy.
 3 In alchemy itself, the fish symbolizes the secret substance of the arcanum; as 
a result of its transformation, a philosopher’s stone is created. The fish is also 
a symbol of the unconscious, something small floating in a great sea full of 
undiscovered contents. For Jungian psychoanalysis, the fish was a sign of the 
Self – the unconscious, something hidden beneath the surface of the psyche. 
Sometimes this impossibility of discovering these contents, their unaware-
ness, could be Jung’s reason for multiple neuroses and psychiatric diseases. 
It is likely that such neuroses eventually led Thot to madness.
 4 Acrostic poem created by the alchemist Basil Valentina.
 5 Matter, as in “material.” A raw material that can be utilized in the produc-
tion of/generation of/evolution of/elevation of art.
 6 Vernissage – French – before the varnish (is applied), a term to describe a 
private opening of an exhibition before it was opened to the general public.
 7 Thot was not alone here. During her conversation in 2007 with Hans Ulrich 
Obrist about the origins of her curatorial practice, Lucy Lippard stated that 
she did not even have documentation of her first activities. This peculiar 
“amnesia,” concerning not only Lippard but other founders of modern cu-
ration, became the starting point for “a protest against forgetting” and the 
creation of something like a patchwork about curating (Obrist, 2008/2016, 
pp. 205–206). 
 8 A similar way of working can be seen in the curatorial action of Harald 
Szeemann, or in the project of the “Museum of the Eagle” by Marcel Brood-
thaers, “Mnemosyne Atlas” by Aby Warburg, or essays “Ways of Seeing” by 
John Berger. 
 9 Greek myths – Moirai ~ the Three Sisters of Fate, who wove out the Threads 
of Life, Destiny, and Fortune for Mortals and Gods alike. 
 10 Once again, the premonitions of Ernesta Thot turned out to be accurate, see 
P. Możdżyński, Inicjacje i transgresje. Antystrukuralność sztuki XX i XXI 
wieku w oczach socjologa, Warszawa 2011, pp. 97–106.
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